THIEVES IN THE NIGHT
So we passed the time—two behind the curtains,
and one either visiting Stiven or sitting where Punter
had sat: but though one o'clock went by, there was
no sign of Bunch.
Very soon we began to suspect that he must share
Punter's views on the question of keeping watch
and that if we had not interfered, Harris would have
had to go seek him and drag him out of his bed.
This suspicion was gradually confirmed, but we waited
till a quarter past two before, in some disappointment,
we decided to give him up. Then we thrust our
letter beneath the tall double doors and set about
the business of bearing our captives away.
Before we did anything else, we bound their eyes,
but I think this precaution was very nearly useless,
for we could not disguise the fact that they were to
pass downstairs, first within the castle and then
' without.
Their carriage was a nightmare, and I shall always
believe that they tried to make themselves heavy,
as I daresay I should have done. Yet we dared not
let them walk, lest they should abuse this freedom
and manage to break the silence which we were so
anxious to keep. Had the drawbridge been down, we
could have gone that way and spared ourselves such
labour as I should like to forget, but, shocking as was
the prospect, there was nothing for it but to take
them the way we had come. By the time we had
reached the chamber by the side of the postern door,
my shoulders were aching so cruelly that I could
have wept for the pain: but that was nothing to getting
them out of the window and lugging them down the
steps.
As soon as we reached the meadows, we set their
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